Site Support Pack: Conditions of Use
In purchasing a Site Support Pack for the Imperium Latin course, you must agree to the
following Conditions of Use, which model those of a Site Licence. It is important to protect the
future development of these materials, to ensure that when updates and changes are made,
they can be controlled and released to the people who need them. So this agreement is
important to all concerned.
The over-riding condition is that you should protect the materials in your institution, for use
only by teachers and students of the course. You should not upload any of these
materials into an area where they can downloaded by the outside world.
Some of the components of the Site Support Pack are restricted in other ways, and a list
follows of things you should be aware of in deploying these resources.
The Secure Area
The files in the Secure Area are not for students to see or keep, but rather for use in restricted
ways. For this reason they are password-protected. If you have bought the Site Support Pack,
please email me (julian@imperiumlatin.com) and I will send you the password. If you use the
tests or unseens, it is recommended that the students shouldn’t keep their copies after they
have been marked. The graded attainment tests should also not be allowed out of the centre,
please.
The Books
All four of the Imperium books are included as pdf files. These can be installed onto
computers, notebooks or tablets. They can be printed and circulated. They should not be made
available in an unmonitored way to students.
The Images
All of the images from the four Imperium books are included as JPEG files. These can be stored
in a location where students can access them, and they can be used in electronic assignments
or presentations. They are mostly saved at a resolution of 300 dpi and can be printed at
reasonable quality, at A4 size.
The MP3 files
Each exercise from the first three Imperium books is included as here as an MP3 file. Like the
Images, these can be stored in a location where students can access them, and they can serve
for students to work quickly in preparing the exercises. They can be central in creating a
Blended Learning environment and have been found especially useful for students working on
the Martial poems in Book 3. Please note that these files can also be purchased separately by
students from their area of the website.
Imperium Word Tools for Mac OSX, PC and Linux
These files can be installed on as many computers as you like within your institution. They are
not to be given to students for installation on their computers at home, however. Please note
that if you need versions for Android or iOS, you will have to buy these separately from Google
Play or the App Store. Students should be encouraged to buy their own versions, for iPhones,
iPads, or whatever systems they have available to them.

Imperium Overview.pdf and Imperium Scheme of Work.pdf
These documents are freely distributable and carry no restrictions. They may be found useful
in planning.
Imperium Practice tests.pdf and Imperium Rough work sheets.pdf
These documents can also be found in the Student Area of the website. They are freely
distributable and carry no restrictions.
Why Imperium.pdf
This document is freely distributable and carries no restrictions.

